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??A ??B ??C ??No. ??? ??? ???? ???No.
?? ?? ?? 101006001M ???? 1964? ??? R11C
?? ?? ?? 101006002M ???? 1965? ??? R11C











??A ??B ??C ??No. ??? ??? ???? ???No.
?? ????? ???? 091022026M ???????????????   L15C
?? ????? ???? 091027046M ???????????????????????  ???? L15C











































































































































3. 7. 2 ?????






















??A ??B ??C ??No. ??? ??? ???? ???No.




















  ???? ???? ?? ??
  ???? 091022026M ?????  ????????? 1883? 1992 ?????????????????????????
     ??????????????139?
     
 ?? 091022026M-0 ????  ????? 1883? 1941 ????091022026M??????????????
 ????    ????????  091022026M-1? 50  50?
    
 ?? 091022026M-74 ?????  ?????? 1965? 1971 ????????????????????????
 ????    ??????????????091022026M-75? 138??
     ?????  63?
    
 ?? 091022026M-139 ????  ?????? 1924? 1940 ????????????????????????
 ????  ??????????????93?  ???????  93?
    
 ????  ?????????????? 1905? 1992 ???????????????????????
  ????1????   ?????????????????????????
     ?????  24?
















































?  ??????????1905? 1941???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????????



































































































































59??Shinzo and Roso Fukuhara? 











































































































































 ????? ??????????? ???
 ???? - ???????
  ?????? - ????
 ?????? - ???????
 ???????? - ??????????
?9?? ???? F  ?????????????
 ?????? F-1  ???????????????
 ?????? F-2 ?????
 ???? F-1 -2?091023005M? ????????????
?10?? ?????? F-1 -1?091022026M-0?  ?????? ??????????091022026M??
  ??????????
70??????????????































?  ??  ????????26?
3.2.1 ???? ???????????????????
3.2.2 ????????  ??????????????1965???????1970?????????????????
? ???No.  L15C










3. 1.2 ????  ????????????????
3. 1.3 ?? 1905? 1972
3. 1.4 ????? ??????
3. 2.1  ???? ?????????????????
3. 3.3  ???? ????????????
3. 3.4  ?? 2?????????????
  F-1 -1?????????F-1 -2 ??????????"
??????????? 
3.1.1 ????? F-2
3.1.2  ???? ????????????????????????????
3.1.3  ?? 1970? 2000
3.1.4  ????? ??????
3.2.1  ???? ??????????????????????
3.5.3  ????  ???????????????????1913? 1941???????????????1992?????
??????A???B??????C???????????
   ?Shinzo and Roso Fukuhara? New York: Sepia International, 2000 .?????????
?A???B??????C?????????
????????? 
3.1.1 ??????????? F-1 -2?091023005M?
3.1.2  ???? ????????????
3.1.3  ?? 1966? 1972
3. 1.4  ????? ????
3.1.5 ?????????????????????? ?????
?  ?? 1?
3. 2.1 ???? ??????????
3.3.1 ????? ?????????????????????????????????










3.1.4 ?? 3 .1 .1 ????? 3 .1 .2 ???? 3 .1 .3 ?? 3 .1 .5 ??????????? ?? 3 .2 .1 ???? ???No. 3 .4 .2 ????? 3 .5 .4 ????????? 3 .6 .1 ?? 
??? ??????   ???????????    ?/??????? 
?????? F-1-1?091022026M-0? ????  ???? 1883? 1941 ????091022026M??  50? ???? L15C ?  
    ????????????
    ????????
    091022026M-1? 50
???? F-1-1?091022026M-1? ???????  ??? 1883 ?????????? 13? ????? L15C ?  ?????
???? F-1-1?091022026M-2? ???????  ?????  ????? 1883 ?????????? 8? ????? L15C ?  ?????
???? F-1-1?091022026M-3? ???????  ????? 1886 ?????????? 17? ????? L15C ?  ?????
???? F-1-1?091022026M-4? ???????  ????????? 1891 ?????????? 11? ????? L15C ?  ?????
???? F-1-1?091022026M-5? ??????????? 1921 ?????????? 13? ???? L15C ? ????1921?10? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-6? ???????????????? 1921 ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ? ????1921?10? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-7? ????????  ????????????? 1924 ?????????? 15? ???? L15C ? ????????1924?10/16?17?27 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-8? ????? 1925 ?????????? 7? ???? L15C ? ???????1925?5? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-9? ???????? 1925 ?????????? 20? ???? L15C ? ???????2?9? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-10? ????????? 1925 ?????????? 20? ???? L15C ? ???????437? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-11? ????1???? 1925? 26 ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ? ??????????14? 15 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-12? ???? 1926 ?????????? 10? ???? L15C ? ????????1926?8?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-13? ??????? 1926 ?????????? 9? ???? L15C ? ????????1926?9?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-14? ????????? 1927 ?????????? 8? ???? L15C ? ????????1927?3?6 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-15? ??????? 1927 ?????????? 7? ???? L15C ? ????????1927?4?5 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-16? ??  ????? 1927 ?????????? 16? ???? L15C ? ??????? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-17? ?????????? 1928 ?????????? 8? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-18? ????????? 1929 ?????????? 8? ???? L15C ? ??????  ??? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-19? ????? 1929 ?????????? 9? ???? L15C ? ?????????7?6?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-20? ??????????????????? 1929 ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ? ???????3??5? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-21? ??????1930???? 1929 ?????????? 7? ???? L15C ? ????12? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-22? ????????? 1931 ?????????? 20? ???? L15C ? ?????144  ??????????????? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-23? ??????? 1931 ?????????? 5? ???? L15C ? ???????9?8?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-24? ???????? 1932 ?????????? 8? ???? L15C ? ??????  ???1932?8?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-25? ??????????????? 1932 ?????????? 3? ???? L15C ? ??????  ???1932?4?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-26? ??????  ????????? 1933 ?????? 4? ???? L15C ? ?????????? ????????????
         ?????????1933?8/1? ????????????
          ??
???? F-1-1?091022026M-27? ?????????????????????????? 1929 ??????????  ???? L15C ? ?????????7? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-28? ???? 1933 ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ? ???????7? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-29? ???? 1933 ?????????? 4? ???? L15C ? ??????  ???1933?8?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-30? ???????????????? 1936 ?????????? 5? ???? L15C ? ????1936?3/1?? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-31? ?????? 1936 ?????????? 2? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-32? ??????? 1937 ?????????? 2? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-33? ???????????? 1937 ?? 4? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-34? ???? 1940 ?????????? 6? ???? L15C ? ??????2?2 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-35? ??????????? 1940 ?????????? 1? ???? L15C ? ??????2?2??? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-36? ???? 1940 ?????????? 6? ???? L15C ? ????????1940?6????? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-37? ?????? 1940 ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ? ????????19? 
???? F-1-1?091022026M-38? ????????? 1941 ??????????  ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-39? ???????????????? ?1925? 26? ??????????  ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-40? ??????  ??  ??????? ?????? ?????????? 4? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-41? ???????  ???????? ?????? ?????????? 8? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-42? ???????  ??????  ??  ??????? ?????? ?????????? 9? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-43? ???????  ??????  ??? ?????? ?????????? 3? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-44? ???????  ????  ?? ?????? ?????????? 3? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-45? ???????  ????  ?? ?????? ?????????? 7? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-46? ?3?????  ?4?????  ?5????? ?????? ?????????? 18? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-47? ???? ?? ?????????? 4? ???? L15C ?  ??????
???? F-1-1?091022026M-48? ?????????????? ?1939? 1941? ?????????? 11? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-49? ???????????????  ?????????? 15? ???? L15C ?  
???? F-1-1?091022026M-50? ???????????????? ?1925? 1935? ?????????? 56? ???? L15C ?  
?10???????? ISAD?G?????????0901022026 M-0??????????????????????? 
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5.1.2 ?? ?????FUKUHARA, Shinzo?1883 -1948?
5.2 ???? 
5. 2.1 ????????? 1883?7?25?? 1948?11?4?






   ??2??1927?????????????????????????15??1940????????????????
?????????????23??1948?11?4????
5. 2.3 ?? ???????????????????????
5.2.4 ?? ??????????????????????????????????????
5.2.5 ?????  ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
5.2.7 ??????? ?????P1??????????
  ??????
  ???? ? ?????????????
   ???????7???????????
   ??????????7????????????
   ????????????
   ?????????????????
   ?????????????????
   ??????????????????????
   ??????????????????????????????
   ?????????????10???????????
  ? ?????????7?????
   ?????????10?????






5. 3 ???? 
??1 
5. 3.1 ???????????? ????Shiseido
5. 3.2 ?? ??
5. 3.3 ??? ??
5.3.4 ?? 1915? 1940
??2 
5.3.1 ???????????? ?????
5. 3.2 ?? ??
5. 3.3 ??? ??





5. 3.4 ?? 1908? 1948
5.4 ???? 
5.4.1 ???? ????????????
  ???? A???B??????C[?????F]
   A???B??????C???
???????  A???B??????C??????C??????????
  ???? ??????????
  ?? ????????
5. 4.2 ???? ????????
5. 4. 3 ???? ????????????????ISAAR?CPF? ICA2004
? 11???????ISAAR(CPF)??? 





















5. 4.6 ????? 2016?12?1?




6.1 ????  ????????1921?
  ???????????1922?
   ????????????? 1923?
  ?????????????1930?
  ???????????????1931?
   ??????????1935?
  ???????????????1935?
  ?????????????????????1935?
   ????????????????1937?
  ???????????????1937?
  ??????????????1943?
   ????????????1943?
   ???????????1943?
6.2 ???? ??














5.1.2 ?? ????MATSUMOTO, Noboru?1886 -1954?
5.2 ???? 
5. 2.1 ????????? 1886?5?27?? 1954?6?9?








5. 2.5 ?????  ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????
5.2.7 ??????? ????????????????
  ? ???
   ???
   ???
  ? ????????????????







5. 3.1 ???????????? ??????Mitsukoshi
5. 3.2 ?? ??
5. 3.3 ??? ??
5.3.4 ?? 1913? 1917
??2 
5. 3.1 ???????????? ????Shiseido
5.3.2 ?? ??
5.3.3 ??? ?????????????????
5.3.4 ?? 1917? 1954
??3 
5. 3.1 ???????????? ???
5. 3.2 ?? ??
5.3.3 ??? ?????????????????????????












????????????????????????5 .4 .1 ?????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????







































??A ??B ??C ??No. ??? ??? ???? ???No.
































3.1.4 ????? 3.1.1 ????? 3.1. 2 ???? 3.1.3 ?? 3.1.5 ??????????? ?? 3. 2.1 ???? ???No. 3. 3.1 ????? 3. 4.2 ????? 3.5. 4 ?????? 3.6.1 ??
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  ??????      ??????????????
        ??????????
???? F-1-1?091027051M-2? ????????????? 1927 ??????? 1? ?????? L15C ????????????? ? ?????3?2?  ?14086??
  ??????      ??????????????
        ?????????
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